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History is only a dream.
The future has not happened.
The present is changeable.
R. Carols Nakai
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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to examine how a group of people can retain its cultural integrity when under economic
development pressure. I am using design as a point of departure in looking at how to approach and preserve a culture. I begin
by a search of indigenous folktales, analysis of traditional living patterns, inquiry about cultural and social taboos, and observing
building form, to define phenomena unique to individual cultures. I attempt to design a methodology of study that takes into
account culturally specific issues that affect architectural forms. I have designed a cultural identification inquiry, a tool-which
can be used as the generator of questions leading to understanding the cultural elements of architectural form. For example,
the configuration or orientation of a building may be dictated by traditional beliefs. By analyzing cultural phenomena, architects
and government agencies can begin to understand the implications of their intervention and prevent further cultural
gentrification.
The architecture, both traditional and modem, of two Taiwanese tribes, the Yami and the Tayal, is examined for cultural
expression. Differences and similarities are found, with recent building design often echoing traditional form. As modern life
encroaches, tradition is threatened. Government-built public structures ignore cultural imperatives in building design and use.
Both the Yami and the Tayal people desire to protect and promote their culture. This study proposes a communal cultural
center for each village where people can congregate and share skills. The complex of buildings includes language classrooms,
crafts workshops, and a museum. The design of the center takes into account traditions, beliefs, and cultural needs. The
construction employs indigenous people, and some classes and workshops are led by villagers.
The cultural identification inquiry-an idea-provoking list of topics for consideration in architectural design-is
proposed as a tool for observing and analyzing indigenous culture as expressed through architecture. The list was used to plan
the design of the Yami and Tayal cultural centers but has applications for wider use.
Thesis Supervisor: Reinhard Goethert
Title: Principal Research Associate
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INDIO MYTHOS
Weary myth disappears like a lost sailor
Discovering a world already discovered,
Kissing the sand after too many days at
sea,
Not realizing that moving a grain of sand
Changes the order of the whole world.
R. Carlos Nakai
P R E F A C E
This research, by investigating
Taiwanese indigenous dwellings, will al-
low me to identify racial tensions and
ethnic problems due to the lack of atten-
tion on the part of the Taiwan govern-
ment. Government agencies have been
notorious for neglecting the culture be-
havior of the indigenous group and dic-
tate improvements which are not based
on understanding the needs of the group.
This proposal was inspired by my
experience with indigenous Taiwan
people. The Yami and Tayal were among
the nine tribes in Taiwan that I docu-
mented through field survey and library
research. I have first met some of the
mountain people when I was a youngster
visiting one of the tourist sites. I remem-
bered asking myself, "Who are these
people wearing strange costumes and
speaking in a foreign tongue, performing
their ritual dances as if it was just another
show?" For many of the visitors, going to
one of these shows is like going to the
circus. I vividly remember the eyes of
one woman who was performing. She
seemed annoyed probably from repeat-
ing the same ritual performance which
should have occurred only once a year.
She was entertaining all the strangers and
being looked at as a monkey dancing
around in here costume. But it was her
livelihood.
In January 1993, 1 once again had
the opportunity to interact with some of
the "originals" (meaning original inhab-
itant, a term used by the indigenous
peoples to identify themselves) in a very
different setting: one of them became my
sister-in-law. She is Tayal, and I finally
had a chance to talk to them not as strang-
ers but as family. The opportunity to live
with them for a few days was most en-
lightening. I ate the same food and drank
the same water and they welcomed me
with open arms.
I found their living conditions
below the standard of the average family
in other parts of the island. Taiwan, al-
though a very prosperous country, has
not provided all its people with essential
infrastructure, such as sewage systems,
fresh water hook-up, and general plan-
ning strategies.
I found that the people do not
know what they are entitled to expect
from the government. For instance, the
authorities insisted upon widening the
road for the sake of tourism. The local
population does not benefit from the ex-
pansion of the road but suffers from the
traffic jams caused by weekend tourists.
Rather than simultaneously upgrading
the infrastructure while laying the roads,
the government left a muddy road for the
residents and collects parking fees from
the tourist. A phenomenon I found worth
noting was that, although most families
lack running water, many have televi-
sions. One can see the contradictions
between the televised descriptions of
other parts of the island and the actual
life-style the tribal people.
In my opinion, any indigenous
culture has its own set of values and
beliefs which govern their actions and
world views. These values should be
respected. Many of their practices might
not have appeal to our modern eye but
those virtues provided a guide and a set
of rules that allowed their civilization to
survive, prosper, and exist harmoniously.
In many countries, indigenous peoples
are looked upon as less civilized than
urban dwellers or descendants of colo-
nizers, and as in need of changing their
ways to adopt modern civilization. But
intervention without careful study of spe-
cific cultural characteristics is an imposi-
tion on the indigenous peoples. Cultures
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develop at their own pace. If we are not
attuned to a culture, we might adversely
affect its history. For instance the Tayal,
who long has had contact with outsiders,
have lost many of their traditions.
For the urban planner or archi-
tect, a new point of reference must be
developed. It is important to seek out the
existing culture and advocate the preser-
vation of the essential elements of that
culture. I believe by trying to understand
and observe a culture, architects can cap-
ture the essence of traditional house forms
and transform it to meet contemporary
design needs.
The data is drawn from my per-
sonal survey and a synthesis of literature
reviews. I am proposing a cultural iden-
tification checklist as a method for famil-
iarizing the architect with cultures. By all
means, there are other ways to analyze a
culture; however, my interest is in ex-
ploring the culture specifically through
analysis of architectural forms and its
people's habitual behavior expressed in
their living quarters and other buildings.
CARAVANSERAI
Tale of caravans
That carry the imagination along
Foot trails, highways, and airways,
Criss-crossing a world growing
smaller,
'Til the webs of commerce trade all the
Old myths for new worldliness.
R. Carlos Nakai
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to
develop a methodology to identify the
different architectural phenomena of spe-
cific cultures. Analysis of a culture that
has traces of its traditional rituals will
enable me to define essential architec-
tural elements. With such information, I
will have cultural references on which to
base my design. This study develops a
systematic process to identify cultural
characteristics that influence architec-
tural forms.
The process of identifying archi-
tectural phenomena serves to explain cul-
tural behaviors, descriptions of which
give clues to how the tradition of a spe-
cific culture is reflected in its architec-
ture forms. That traditions and rituals
evolve and transform is not a surprise to
any of us. The task here is to identify how
existing social fabric retains traditions
that influence dwelling habits. This has
cultural as well as architectural signifi-
cance. For instance, in Yami culture,
ghosts are feared, and people line their
property with rocks to keep the ghosts
away. In architectural terms, the arrange-
ment of the rocks defines, the public and
the private zones. These identifications
begin to explain how the culture oper-
ates: there is no need to erect barriers or
to define the public and private zones, as
the surface line of rocks adequately indi-
cates the division.
I recommend four steps that can
be followed to documentcultural unique-
ness. The process is (1) literature review,
(2) interviews with the people, and (3)
study of their mythology to provide the
background information for the research;
and (4) graphic means to analyze and
document the existing conditions. Once
the condition is identified, the connec-
tion can be drawn between the architec-
tural and cultural relationships. Since
each tribe varies in culture, and some of
the same tribes located in different re-
gions have different practices, literature
study alone can not provide all the infor-
mation needed. After general "scratch-
ing the surface" reading, interviewing
the group to verify the literary data is
needed. The usual survey techniques
could be helpful but they often are biased
toward the surveyor's intention.
Inquiry through the "storytelling"
method that was introduced by Professor
Sandra Howell, enables me to find out
much more about the indigenous culture
from their own viewpoint. Interviewing
is necessary to confirm the information
and gain more insight. If it is possible to
live with the group for a short period of
time, the people will explain in much
detail their ways and beliefs. The recom-
mended procedure includes identifying
the origin of their behavior by looking at
their mythology and folktales. This can
link the behavior patterns with their tra-
dition. Finally the graphic analysis can
document and perhaps allow new in-
sights to the culture.
The chief concern of this thesis is
the study of two Taiwanese groups of
"Originals", one on the coast and the
other in the mountains. The Yami, the
coastal tribe, is my primary case study.
Since more of its tradition is intact it
offers a clear example of the links be-
tween cultural and architectural expres-
sion. The Tayal (or Atayal), the moun-
tain tribe, provides a comparison for veri-
fying the method of inquiry. The Tayal
will not be discussed in as much detail as
the Yami, since the mountain tribe, be-
cause of it proximity to the city and
contact with outsiders, has lost many of
its traditions. The Tayal is located in
Taiwan proper and some of its people
work in the city. The recent influx of
relative economic wealth has changed
drastically the Tayal's immediate con-
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nection to their cultural past, e.g., crafts-
manship is disappearing.
The design of a center could help
to satisfy two basic needs of cultural
continuity: assertion of identity and pres-
ervation of artifacts and handicrafts. This
will enhance both the dignity of the tribes
and the understanding of their culture by
non-Originals. In honoring and explain-
ing their tribes' cultural heritage, both
the intra-tribal generational differences
and the racial tension with the larger
community will be lessened, since much
of the tension is fueled by misunder-
standing and mystification.
It is my intention, by studying the
architectural forms of these tribes, to
develop a method of inquiry applicable
to other cultures as well, a tool to famil-
iarize the architect with an unknown cul-
ture. This method, a cultural identifica-
tion inquiry form, can help to analyze
how people of different cultures use their
public and private space. In identifying
how a culture uses its space, the architect
can begin to make some assumptions and
reach conclusions about the use of space
and the implications of that use. Once
this is clear, a design can emerge. An
architect or planner can propose spaces
or projects without imposing new rules
onto a culture.
In the cases of the Yami and the
Tayal, a potentially viable moderniza-
tion of their cultural practices may be the
establishment of communal cultural cen-
ters. I developed this idea based upon
interviews with tribes' people who ex-
pressed concern that their traditional skills
and customs were threatened. For the
Tayal, I have designed a complex of
buildings suited to activities that will
foster cultural expression. For the Yami,
I have designed a pair of buildings re-
flecting the "male" and "female" interi-
ors of Yami houses, although this does
not imply sex-segregated activities.
Fig. 1 Taiwan and China (Atlas of China)
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Lan Yu
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L see Fig. 3
Fig. 2 Location of Tayal Tribes
(Li- Kow Min, 1983)
Beyond The Edge
Tale of sailing ships
That carry men and myths
Where the sun sinks below the water,
Falling off the edge-
Beyond civilization?
R. Carlos Nakai
S E T T I
T H
C O N T E
N G
E
X T
THE COASTAL TRIBE
The Yami tribe lives on the iso-
lated island of Lan Yu, approximately
forty-five miles off the coast of Taiwan.
Lan Yu is part of the volcanic chain
connected to the Philippine Islands. It is
approximately twenty-three miles in cir-
cumference. It is a Thornthwaite system
climate, i.e. hot and humid. The tempera-
ture throughout the year averages 98 de-
gree Fahrenheit and the humidity level is
approximately 90% (DPNHR,
1984,p. 16).
Through linguistics research there
has emerged a theory that the Yami people
originated in the Philippines, however
factual support for this theory has not
been forthcoming. Ironically the Yami
have kept their traditions largely because
of the Japanese occupation of Taiwan
under the Treaty of Shimonoseki between
late 1800's to the middle of the 1900's.
For fifty years, the Japanese considered
the Yami tribe a good specimen for mod-
ern anthropological studies. Japanese so-
cial scientists persuaded the government
to preserve Lan Yu as an anthropological
laboratory. They restricted all migration
from and into Lan Yu. As result, the
Yami has preserved much of its culture.
The occupation of Taiwan is another
chapter in this history about which I will
not discuss in this thesis. For my pur-
poses, it is important that the Yami have
retained their traditions and rituals.
Chinese. However, no one is sure of the
origins of the Tayal. (Liu, 1992, p.28)
THE MOUNTAIN TRIBE
The Tayal tribes a
have settled in the north-
east part of Taiwan. The
location of the tribes var-
ies from a vertical eleva-
tion of 980 feet to 6,500
feet.A survey donein 1975
put the total population at
approximately 60,000. As
for the origin of the Tayal,
cultural anthropologists are
still speculating. Some
scholars argue that they
originated from the south-
ern part of China and Ma-
laysia. The ethnologist Bastian catego-
rizes it that the Originals in Taiwan be- Fig. 3: Location of Lan Yu (DPNHR)
longing to the Indonesian Cultural Sys-
tem. Other argue that they are ethnic
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C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 4 Coastal Landscape
U. Ming Yuen-SchatFig. 5 Coastal Village
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C A P T U R I N G
T H E
S P I R I T
INTRODUCTION
This section will introduce char-
acteristics of the Yami tribe, its social
structure, religion and beliefs, and its
ceremonies.
The Yami have preserved much
of their ritual and tradition in their daily
life practices. My main interest in their
culture is to identify cultural influences
on architectural form. Expressions of their
culture can be seen not only in their
beliefs and social structure, but also in
their dwelling forms, for living condi-
tions usually reflect individual needs,
including cultural and spiritual needs. To
obey the tradition, their vernacular forms
need to conform to traditions. Under this
premise, I propose the study of the spirit
of the people. The need of the people is
directly linked to their tradition.
THE COASTAL
The origin of Yami people is un-
known. Much speculation connects them
to the Philippines; however, this has not
been verified. A popular myth explains
the origin of the Yami as follows: A
goddess from the Southern Hemisphere
created the island of Lan Yu, and she also
created two boys, one made of stone, the
other of bamboo. They each gave birth,
one to a boy, and other to a girl, who
intermarried. And The Yami are their
descendants (DPNHR, 1984, p.51).
The society has no hierarchical
division or leadership systems. Each vil-
lage elects two to three elders who medi-
ate quarrels. The election of elders are
based on their age, wealth, and abilities.
The Yami are a patriarchal cul-
ture. Most members of the village are
siblings and cousins. The nuclear family
is the basic unit, the average family size
is four. The wife follows her husband;
the children live with their father All the
property and inheritance are divided
evenly among the sons when father dies.
The paternal or maternal relatives of the
family form the basic working unit
(DPNHR, 1984, p.52). For instance,
houses are built with the help of relatives.
However, the division of labor between
men and women is clearly encoded. The
consumption of fish is categorized by
man's fish, woman's fish, the elder's fish
and children's fish. Man can not eat
woman's fish, woman can not eat man's
fish, elder person cannot eat woman's
fish, and so on. From my observations, I
think the division are based on the ten-
derness of the fish rather than the kinds of
fish. The tasks are also divided between
man and woman. No woman can go out
in a boat fishing - according to their
rituals, it is prohibited. The woman usu-
ally works in the taro fields or stays home
to cook. Such divisions are also reflected
in the organization of spaces. In the Vagai
(the main house) the woman sleeps at the
right-hand side and her belongings, cook-
ware, and stove are stored on that side.
The left-hand side of the Vagai is where
man stores his fishing gear, boat-carving
tools, and flying-fish stove.
Much of the Yami's daily life
revolves around their beliefs and their
relationship to the universe. They be-
lieve that the cosmos is divided into eight
levels. Gods, humans, the 'Anito'-
ghost, and others, each possessing its
own realm. The gods seem less important
to them than does the Anito, whom they
fear greatly. The Yami believe that when
one is sick, the Anito possesses his or her
soul. The Yami blames all natural disas-
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ters and death on the Anito. The unique
function of Anito in their society helps to
create social order, as it provides a logi-
cal focus for their anger (DPNHR, 1984,
P.79).
Many of the Yami taboos and
rules are based on fending off the Anito.
For instance, a pregnant woman cannot
go to someone else's house or to other
villages, for fear the Anito will possess
the baby (DPNHR, 1984, p.82). During
the flying fish season, there are many
taboos one must observe; I will mention
the ones which might influence architec-
tural form. During the peak season of
flying fish, between the end of May and
the middle of July, men cannot sleep in
the same bed with their wives or chil-
dren. All the crew (men) sleeps together
in one room, so a room in the Vagai is
reserved for that purpose. By the end of
the season, the catch must be evenly
divided among the crew members
(DPNHR, 1984, p.76).
One of the well-preserved Yami
ceremonies, and one of the most popular,
is the new-boat-launching. It is unfortu-
nate thatI did not witness the boat launch-
ing ceremony myself. I quote from the
author of The Yami of the Orchid Island,
Hans Egli writing in the end of August
1965.
"...A ten-man-boatis almost ready
after two years' work. This labor has to
be celebrated for two days when the
moon is full. Two hundred ninety guests
will attend the feast....
"In the eyes of the Yami a boat
launching is a big feast...
"...The taros get stored in the
houses of the ten boatsmen. According to
their custom the Yami guests are not
expected to bring gifts. On the contrary
the host has to present the guests with a
net full of taros...
"The collection of taros takes a
whole week. Then one morning a group
of men swarms out to the five other
villages to call on the two hundred ninety
relatives to invite them.
"...After noon the guests gather
outside the village...They brought with
them their armor. In their hands they bear
the spear. On their backs they carry a big
basket with the most precious item: the
silver helmet. Every family owns only
one....
"...At four o'clock the guests en-
ter the village and gather at the boat
place: a big crowd of spears and helmets.
They sing melodies from far gone times.
They praise the weary task of making the
boat, the bringing together of the taro
mountain and the magnificent look of the
boat.
"Many people spend the night in
conversation on the stone platforms. As
soon as dawn comes, the whole village
revives. Most people do not think of
eating breakfast; they are only concerned
with the taro mountain. They take the
mountain by storm to get the biggest
pieces. There is mass confusion. People
violently snap taros, run forward, run
backward, shoulder heavy baskets of ta-
ros and disappear.
"...Prevent others from killing the
pigs before the taros are distributed. Ev-
ery clan has provide two pigs. Ten pigs
are taken out of the pen and brought to the
winter houses where they get killed. Their
blood gushes into the bowls. They get
washed clean and dragged down into the
winter house to get cut into pieces.
"Every guest gets a part of every-
thing even if it is only a tiny slice...
"...The men take their spears and
helmets. The boat place looks like a dis-
turbed ant-hill: men in dazzling white G-
strings, contrasting with their copper-
brown bodies, appear from four sides and
surround the boat, lift it up and bring it to
the house of its master.
"The feasting place is over-
crowded. Wherever I look, I can only see
heads, even on the roofs plenty of people
are standing. Everyone wants to get the
best view.
"The ten boats with helmets on
their head enter the boat, sit down and
start singing a tender melody. The noise
over the place quiets down. From the
boat spreads a sacred atmosphere. The
master of the boat is standing and holds
the rudder.
"The lady of the boats master
steps out of the winter house and stands
in front of the boat. Over her breast hang
the precious chain -of manau and glass
beads. On her head she wears an old
fashioned hat. In her hand she holds
carved wooden sick for digging taros. On
its top is carved a boat with a man. She
personifies the waiting lady at home who
awaits the safe return of the fishing boat.
"After the prayer they carry the
boat back to its original place. Now they
expel the ghosts in a magic ceremony.
Like excited shamans they approach the
boat. The shouting men look as if they are
possessed. Even the young schoolboys
are allowed to show their skill...From the
four sides they approach the boat as if
they are possessed. At one stage one
group seizes the boat, then it is an other
one that stems it up as if a heavy storm
tries the shaky boat tossing it higher and
higher...
"They pick up the boat, stem it
through the small paths between the
houses and bring it to the shore. One the
way they toss it up again. Finally they put
it on the water, but not without tossing it
up still once more.
"They fix the oars. The ten
boatsmen enter the boat, put it out to
sea...They turn again, turn right, turn left
as if it were dance on the waves..."
e characteristics of the Yami tribe, its
social structure, religion and beliefs, and
its ceremonies (Egli, n.d., p.12).
A DAILY JOURNAL: COASTAL
The following story is fictional. It is
based on my observations and per-
sonal surveys to set forth a parameter
for the proposed culture center.
A day in the Yea Ein village, Lan Yu
island
The sun is reflected from a pool
of water onto my dark brown wood porch.
I feel the cool sea breeze blowing in the
house onto my face. The cock crows at
the usual hour outside of my door. Today
I will go to my ancestral field in the
mountain to harvest taro roots and sweet
potato. I stoop low under my porch roof
and walk up the steep stone stair to the
courtyard. The courtyard is paved with
smooth egg shaped rocks. I stand bare-
foot on rocks that are still warm from the
morning sun, and gaze across the ocean
at the horizon. I am familiar with every
rock at my feet, because I carried each
one in a bucket from the sea shore. My
friends and relatives helped me lay them
in the courtyard. In .turn I helped my
friends build their house. This is how it
has been as long as I can remember.
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It took three months to complete
my entire house. We followed the tradi-
tional house construction, and built a
winter house, a summer pavilion, and a
spring/autumn house. The roof of the
houses were traditionally reed roofs, but
they are labor intensive. We have to re-
fasten the reed roof every three months to
tighten the gaps and prevent water seep-
age. The cigarette smoking introduced
by the Japanese during the occupation
cause many a roof fire. Now the roofs are
made of corrugated metal and covered
with tar paper.
Couple terraces from the house,
the pigs are still lying on their belly
snoring. My wife is preparing lunch as I
climb into the spring/autumn house to
fetch the shovel and hoe.
We walked down the steps, with
lunch bags on a tump line. We cut through
our neighbor's courtyard from one ter-
race to the other and greeted him as he sat
in his summer pavilion chewing beetle
nut. We can see the cultural center in the
distance by the ocean. We see villagers
gathering by the shore preparing to go
fishing. On the way to our field, we greet
the elderly women and men on their way
to the cultural center to teach the young
their traditional crafts. Later they will sit
around chatting about old times. Mothers
follow with little ones on their backs and
tots in tow. Children are already playing
in the pool of water. Through the
angulating roof, I see some older women
instructing young mothers in weaving
the traditional fabrics.
The tie washing up and down
beating the rock beach while the older
kids playing wave tag. Some men are
chewing beetle nuts and molding with
clay. They lean against the supporting
structure of the cultural center and form
variously shaped of jars and cooking
pots.
After a long day of work, we
travel on foot back to the village. Boats
come into the shore. Crews push the
vessel into the boat house while small
children scamper about, curious about
the fish that were caught. The boats
stopped next to the cultural center hang-
ing their catch on one of the short wall
while they push the boat into the boat
house. As the shadows grows longer, we
arrive home and lay down our loads. We
bring in sweet potatoes from the porch.
After dinner, we walk to the ocean, sit on
the terrace of the center, listening to the
waves and watching the moon slowly
rise.
WALKING THE SHINING EARTH
Walk the shining earth.
Walk to quiet the chattering inside.
Walk to feel the soft skin of your
mother's face.
Walk to know the big dream that
surrounds us.
The world shall be as it is.
R. Carlos Nakai
DEFINING THE SPACE
THE COASTAL VILLAGE
Introduction
The purpose of this section is to
define the architectural characteristics in
Yami houses. Since architectural space
and form reflects culture behaviors, a
description of Yami architecture is es-
sential to connect the spirit and the physi-
cal feeling of the space. There are no
public buildings that serve the commu-
nity except the churches. But Christian
churches are not indigenous to the Yami,
and so do not reflect traditional dwelling
forms or relate to Yami culture. There-
fore, only the study of indigenous houses
could shed light on criteria for design of
a cultural center.
Yami architecture is more than
meets the eye; when studied closely, it
reveals a highly developed system. Most
families own a cluster of three houses:
the traditional houses consist of Vagai,
the winter house, Magaran, the autumn
house, and Tagakal, the summer veranda.
The three houses delineate the Asa Ka
Vagai, the courtyard.
In "The Yami of The Orchid Is-
land", author Hans Egli portrayed the
spatial configuration of the houses in the
Yami tribe. The description is worth quot-
ing at length.
"On my many strolls around the
island I see the villages cuddled in the
small bays. Every village is built on a
small stretch of land between shore and
mountain. Every village abounds in stone
walls, stone platforms, straw roofs wher-
ever I look. When I enter a village I
squeeze my body between high stone-
walls. I climb over stone platforms. I
strike my head on the protruding roof
beams. I fall down into the depth of the
winter house. I am asked to climb the
cool summer veranda for a chat.
"The house of the Yami is just
what people everywhere dream of: a
house as ordinary living quarters, a cabin
in the mountains for the hot summer
days, and maybe a hut somewhere for the
cool spring and autumn time. That is just
the dream the Yami realized since times
ever. There is only one difference, they
neglected the distance from one to the
other. They put them in one place. They
need a firm winter house, which is built
so deep into the slope that only the top of
the roof protrudes over the ground.
"A summer house built on stilts
with a lofty straw roof on its head and a
few wooden planks around the platform,
so small children may not fall down. A
warm spring and autumn house, its roof
just above the ground, long on its side,
small on its front and back which both
can be opened, the lofty inside floored
with planks.
"Indeed the Yami need a mini-
mum of space to enjoy a maximum of
living. As soon as they crawl out of the
winter house they are in the sunlight. On
one side they climb up the stone stair and
arrive at the summer house. From the
other side of the winter house they climb
two or three stone steps and glide already
into their workhouse. Between the sum-
mer verandah and the workhouse lies the
stone platform. A few poles are stuck
into the ground, so people can dry flying
fish. On most of the stone platforms I can
see two so-called ancestral stones. The
big one represents the male ancestor, the
small one the female ancestor. Nobody
dares move these stones. People like them
as a resting place, especially in the evening
when the sun goes down." (Egli, n.d.,
pp.4-5)
The construction and the configu-
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ration of traditional houses are well
planned. They are carefully assembled to
define the dwelling space.
The Vagai is the main structure.
It is also the most complicated structure
in the entire dwelling complex. Vagai is
a rectangular wood structure that is sunk
approximately three to six feet into the
ground. This building method is used to
avoid the cold northeastern wind in the
winter season. The ridge of the peaked
roof is usually positioned parallel to the
shore line, and is located approximately
two- thirds way from the front entrance.
The interior is divided into two or three
chambers by partitions. The number var-
ies depending on the type of construc-
tion. The three types of construction are
Tsinaj balan, Dzinin dzin, and Pinatoi.
The Tsinaj balan is the most com-
plex the three. The space is divided into
a Front Hall (sheshelanban), Front Cham-
ber (lo shebaid), Back Chamber (lovagai),
and Back Hall (tirara no tomok). In this
type, the ridge of the house is usually
supported by the Tomok, the ancestral
columns, that have been passed down for
generations. The pair of Tomok is usu-
ally located in the Back Chamber. There
are four to five sliding doors that separate
all the rooms. The sliding doors are cut-
out entryways where one crawls in and
out. Each room steps up approximately
twelve inches. Tsinaj balan, the most
authentic model, is the only one that
allows the- traditional sleeping together
of men during the flying fish season. I n
the Tsinaj balan there are two stoves. The
stove in the front of the house is for daily
use. The stove located in the Back Cham-
ber is used only for preparing the flying
fish. Only a small member of families
can afford this type of housing, and they
host others during the fishing season.
The Dzinin dzin is the most popu-
lar model, encompassing a only Front
Hall a Front Chamber holding one
Tomok. The rooms are partitioned by
one to three sliding doors.
The Pinatoi is the simplest type of
the three models. It consists of only the
main room and has no Tomok.
The spaces in the Vagai are di-
vided parallel to the roof ridge. The Front
Hall is used during the winter season for
entertaining guests, dining, smoking ciga-
rettes, and taking naps. In the winter
season, when the weather is bad, the
sliding doors can be shut to keep out the
cold rain and bitter wind.
In the Yami village on the east
side of the island, the Vagai is divided
into left, the male, and right, the female,
side of the house. The ocean defines the
front of the house. Man stores his tools
and sleeps in the left side of the house.
The pots and pans are at the right. On the
west side of the island, it is the opposite
condition: men on right, women on the
left. The division probably is dictated by
the sunrise and sunset.
The Front Chamber is the sleep-
ing area. It is approximately 5.4 feet in
depth. The stove is located at the right.
The floor is slightly sloped towards the
back of the house. When sleeping, the
person's head is toward the ocean and the
feet toward the mountain.
The main purpose of the Back
Chamber is the ceremonial sleep-together
of men during the flying fishing season.
It is the most sacred of all spaces. Since
The Yami houses have no windows on its
sides to prevent winter wind cutting
through the space, the light dims when
getting to the back of the house. The only
light source in the Back Chamber comes
through the Front Hall, and that light
reflects off the wooden floor. The dim
and dark space in the Back Chamber
creates a mysterious quality that helps to
reinforce the secretiveness of the cer-
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emonial space.
The Magaran, or autumn house,
is also called the work house. It is a
rectangular wood frame structure, and its
roof ridge is perpendicular to the shore
line. The interior space is divided into
upper and lower sections, with the lower
section used for storage of timber. The
upper part, the working platform, is the
same level as the courtyard. In the Yami
language, Magaran literally means build-
ing is higher in this location. Posts divide
the room into five bays. The outer two
bays are used for storage spaces and the
walls are built up with river rocks. The
interior room is enclosed by wood planks.
The posts of the front chamber are con-
structed in such a way that boards can be
inserted in between the posts either to
open for more ventilation or close to
block rain. The interior space is much
more decorative than that of any other
structure. The interior walls of the
Magaran often are decorated with carv-
ings of human figures or the patterns of
fish scale. Since the Magaran is more
spacious than the winter house, the natu-
ral light and ventilation penetrates easily
so that this space is suitable for weaving,
and carving, as well as sleeping during
the spring and autumn seasons.
The Tagakal, the summer veran-
dah, is usually built up on stilts. The
construction of this structure is fairly
straightforward. It is usually built with
four posts that support the floor of the
structure. The roof traditionally has been
of straw , but now is sometimes of the
corrugated metal. Some summer veran-
dahs were built with as many as 12 posts.
It is the most open and public space of all.
The ridge of Tagakal is always facing the
ocean, therefore wind from the mountain
or the sea constantly blows through the
space. During the summer, residents
spend much of their time in this structure.
They sleep, eat, and chat in this space.
Tagakal is usually located near the public
path, so neighbors and visitors often are
invited into the structure for a chat or a
drink. (DPNHR, 1984, pp.88-103)
The close positioning of the
Vagai, the Magaran, and the Tagakal
creates an Asa Ka Vagai, the courtyard.
The Asa Ka Vagai is made with soil that
is excavated from the winter house. In
the particular Yami house which I docu-
mented, the courtyard is a 19'x11'. The
soil is compacted to make a platform-like
courtyard which is open to all visitors
and everyone in the village. The only
indications of public space and private
property are the change of levels and,
typically at the property line, a row of
round rocks arranged to define areas. The
rocks not only are clues to other people,
but in Yami myth, the rocks also prevent
the feared Anito, the ghost, from entering
the house. On each courtyard, two ances-
tral rocks are placed to serve as memory
of the ancestors. A large rock represents
the male ancestors, and a smaller rock
represents the female ancestors. The rocks
sit side by side as if they are carrying out
a conversation. These rocks not only
represent the symbolic gesture to their
ancestors. The rocks also served backrests
for the husband and wife when they sit
under the stars and converse.
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Village
Traditional Harbor
New Harbor
Boat House
Cemetery
Grocery Store
Government Housing/ Subsidized Housing
Public Bath
Water Supply
Guard Station
Church
Taro Fields
School
Proposed Cultural Center
Fig. 6 Coastal Region Village Layout (DPNHR)
COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS: COASTAL
.. Self sustaining
community. No need of any commercial area
Public areas are away from the dwellings
Cemetery is away from all activities
Everyone walks to work
Residential area dense
. Public access are used only to travel, and not as places for
interactions
Churches are not a place to gather socially
Most activities are conducted outdoors, in either the
courtyard or terrace
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
Fig. 7 Public Access Diagram (DPNHR) Circle Island Road
Fig. 8 Building Configuration and Property Lines
DWELLING CHARACTERISTICS: COASTAL
..A typical courtyard house complex usually consists of a
winter house, summer veranda and autumn/spring house
.. Ownership of paths between terraces is divided evenly
among abutters
.. Public access paths define individual housing cluster
Public access is along property lines
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Fig. 9 Relation to Topography: Coastal (DPNHR)
Semi- Public Zone
U. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 10 Terrace Plan: Coastal (DPNHR)
%-. iung i uen-3Cnat
Fig. 11 and 12 Terracing Separates the Public and Semi-Public
Domain
Public zoneTerraces \
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Winter house
Autumn House
Summer Veranda
* Semi-Public Access
Fig. 13 Study of Access Pattern: Coastal CHARACTERISTICS: COASTAL
..Access is defined by the terracing of individual dwelling
units.
..Public accesses are traveled by everyone in the community
and any visitor; however, most public accesses are not
clearly defined. The semi-public access has become the
primary route of travel. (i.e., everyone cuts through the
courtyards).
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Winter house
Autumn House
Summer Veranda
CHARACTERISTICS: COASTAL
..The private of a dwelling unit is generally respected,
visitors are not welcome unless invited
..The summer veranda is a semi-public area; a visitor can
pass through the courtyard but cannot enter the actual
summer veranda without permission
Fig. 14 Hierarchy of Private zone: Coastal
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OBSERVATIONS IN YEH-EIN
THE COASTAL VILLAGE
Courtyard Observation
The Yami's traditional courtyard is approximate
19'x11', as was the particular house which I documented. I
noticed that each house has a courtyard. Enclosed by the
work station, winter house and the summer veranda. The
traditional veranda always faces the ocean- the ridge of the
roof points towards the sea. It not only has a grand view to
the sea, but also allows the trade winds flow to flow
through the space. Since the Yami's primary staple is fish,
their work stations facing onto the ocean connects them
symbolically to their roots.
Vagai Observation
One descends into the Vagai (winter house) from
the courtyard single file down steep narrow stone steps.
The front hall is elevated approximate 2.5 feet and the eve
of the roof is about eye level.
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C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 15 Summer Veranda
Fig. 16 Winter House C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Summer veranda
Autumn/Spring house
Winter house
Courtyard
Public Access
Semi-public Access
Terracing
Wood-Burning Stove
01 5 10 feet
Address:
House No. 22
Yeh Ein village
Dong Ching Chewn (town)
Lan Yu (island)
Taiwan
Fig. 17 Typical Dwelling plan Fig. 18 Autumn House
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
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Fig. 19 Compartmental Defined Area
SPACE COMPARTMENTAL
CHARACTERISTICS: COASTAL
In Yami society, space and the use of
space are defined often by gender.
Storage Areal
Storage ea |
Open Area
on-Divisional Area
(Fig.20) In the Vagai, the house is
divided into a man's side and a woman's
side. But in the Magaran, space is not
differentiated: woman nurse and weave,
and men work and carve in the same
area. The summer veranda is the most
non-divisional area; its uses are the most
flexible, and visiting in it is casual.
Autumn House
*1 S P
Summer Veranda
CHARACTERISTICS: COASTAL
In a traditional house, the main
house is divided into two parts: The right
side of the house is used by the woman of
the house; the left is used by the man.
However there is no partition formaliz-
ing the custom. He sleeps and stores his
fishing gear and boat carving tools in the
left part of the house. She sleeps on the
right side and the stove and cooking
utensils are stored on the right. The ocean
view defines the front of the house
(DPNHR, 1984, p.91).
LI
Male
Female
Shared space
Fig. 20 Gender Division of Space
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C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 21 Ancestral Rocks
In the courtyard the ancestral rocks, fly-
ing fish rack, and the stones that keep the
ghost away from the house are of signifi-
cance. The ancestral stones are placed in
memory of their ancestors, and also
serve as a backrest while conversing and
gazing at the stars. The flying fish rack
serves to display the fishing skill of the
house owner as well as to dry the fish. It
is made of two vertical wood poles sup-
porting a horizontal pole. Dried fish is
stored in a designated place in the winter
house. Eggshell-like stones mark bound-
aries and transitions from the semi-pub-
lic zone to the public zone.
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Fig. 22 Flying Fish Rack
Fig. 23.1
..Rocks are placed to separate the
public and private domains, and to
ward-off the ghost Anito.
Yami belief in the ghost
Anito, provides a psychological out-
let and a rationale for some taboos.
They are extremely afraid of the
Anito and give much attention to itin
their daily activities, especially in
their ceremonies. The Yami will clas-
sify an act as a taboo based on fear of
the ghost. For example, only family
may touch the belongings of the dead,
because the items may be possessed
by the ghost.
In their cosmology, they
separate the universe into eight lev-
els. Ghosts, deities, and humans, each
possess a parallel importance. Each
has its place and power. Though they
are not clear about the power of all
the deities, they are very clear about
Anito's power. The Yami believe
that Anito is in control of death and
sickness. In ceremonies, the Yami
wear costumes and a symbolic knife
to ward off Anito's attack. Many
preventive actions are taken to avoid
possession by Anito (DPNHR, 1984,
p.79).
Fig. 23.2
..Separators: change of the rock
surface
Fig. 23 Division and Defining Private Property From Public Access
M
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Fig. 24 Traditional Dwelling Configuration (DPNHR)
The traditional dwelling form (Asa Ka Vagai) is composed
of three independent structures : the winter house (Vagai),
the fall house (Magaran) and the summer veranda
(Tagaka).
Vagai is sunken approximately three to six feet into the
ground. This building method is used to avoid the cold
northeastern wind of winter. The ridge is usually positioned
parallel to the shore line, and the ridge is located approxi-
mately 2/3 from the front entrance. The Vagai is surrounded
by the man-made terraces. Each platform averages three feet
in height.
There are three variations in the Vagai layout. The varia-
tions have evolved through time to simplify its construction.
The most traditional layout is the only type that provides
space for use during the flying fish season. The ceremonial
space is designated for the collective sleeping of men. Since
there is a tradition that does not allow men to sleep next to
any their's wives at this time, the boat crews sleep in the
ceremonial room.
The traditional Vagai is divided in three parts. The front hall
is approximately 5 feet in depth. Its main uses are dining,
entertaining guests, smoking, napping, or chewing beetle
nuts during the winter season (DPNHR, 1984, pp.88-97).
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The Formation of the Asa Ka Vagai (courtyard)
A-A
In the Asa Ka Vagai, the ground level of the Magaran is
the original grade. Behind the autumn house, land is
excavated down for the Vagai. All the excavated soil is
compacted and piled next to the autumn house creating a
platform in front of the winter house. At the edge of the
platform is the summer veranda. These three structures
define a courtyard space where activities take place such
as chatting with the neighbors as they cut through the
courtyard, conversing and watching the stars in the B-B
evening with one's spouse, watching the boats sailing to
shore, or conducting, ceremonies in the courtyard if its
size allow. The courtyard is paved with the eggshell-like
stones that are found only near the ocean. Their smooth
surface is comfortable for walking barefoot (DPNHR,
1984, p.88).
c-c
Fig. 25 Traditional Dwelling to Topography (DPNHR)
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In the entire house, the most impor-
tant structural member is the Tomok,
or ancestral posts, which are passed
down for generations. The eldest son
will inherit the post. If there are other
brothers, they will receive other parts
of the house. The land will be divided
evenly among the male children. In
Yami culture, not many old houses
because a house is taken apart and
divided after the father passes away.
Since all the parts of the house are
reusable and the dimensions are
consistent from house to house, the
parts are easily re-incorporated into a
new house (DPNHR, 1984, p.88).
Fig. 26 Traditional Vagai Diagram (Winter House) (DPNHR)
Ifl
0
Fig. 27 Traditional Four-Door Vagai (Winter House) (DPNHR)
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The most ceremonial and private section of the house is in the
back. To keep out winter rain and wind, Yami people do not
place windows on the side of the house. Light filters only
through the front of the house into the back room, creating a
dim and mysterious space.
Fig. 28 Section of a Traditional Yami House (DPNHR)
Fig. 28.1
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Fig. 29 Magaran (Fall House) Configuration (DPNHR)
Fig. 29.1
Magaran is usually a rectangular building that faces the
ocean. Its ridge is perpendicular to the shore line. The
Magaran is divided into upper and lower sections; it is
a mostly wood framed building that is walled with rocks
on the two sides perpendicular to the ocean. The upper
section of the Magaran is sheathed with smooth wood
planks. Above the horizontal platform are strips of
wood hung from the rafters and used for storage. The
lower section of the Magaran is a storage space which
the Yamis keep lumber for boat building or house
repairing(DPNHR, 1984, p.97).
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In the Yami language, Magaran (autumn house) literally
means "the building is higher in this location." Once enter
through the Sako (foyer) in the back of the building from the
Vagai (winter house), you have an unobstructed view of the
entire room. In the front of the building, wood planks are
used to enclose the openings during the winter season. In the
summer, the front is open to allow wind to blow through
the house. The Magaran can be quite decorative. Wall
surfaces are sometimes covered with carvings. The Magaran
is usually more spacious and gets more light than to the
Vagai. It is a good place for working, sleeping, and weav-
Wg.
- a Working platforn
Storage
t r
Fig. 30.1 age
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THE CULTURAL IDENTIFICATION INQUIRY
Yami Tribe, Taiwan
The architecture features of Yami
housing summarized below relate to
the graphic representations in Figures
6-30
The headings and outline-like formate
form the skeleton of The Cultural
Identification Inquiry which can be
modified for use with other cultures.
..Relation to Slope-
Village is terraced up toward the
mountain, looking toward the ocean.
Mountain behind, ocean in front; village
sits closer to the hillside.
Houses are located at a higher elevation
than the road
..Access to Slope-
Public path used only when car-
rying debris; 5 to 7 public paths cutting
through the village, traveling from the
ocean to the mountain and one side of the
village to the other, easy access is the
primary principle; Semi-public (court-
yard) access are used commonly
..Hierarchy of Space-
Vagai: Main house; most private;
enclosed space with a narrow, dark
space as a ceremonial area; partially
sunk into the ground
Magaran: Fall house; semi-pri-
vate; enclosed space with wider and more
natural light penetrating the space.
Tagakal: Summer veranda; semi-
public, semi-enclosed; direct view to
ocean
..Motifs-
Ancestral rocks; courtyard con-
figuration; rocks divide public and semi-
public zones; gender division in spatial
and use configuration; Patriarchal social
structure
..Construction materials-
Rocks as ground forms; 33% (in
1984) had traditional straw roof, now
mostly corrugated metal with tar roof;
recycled from old houses to new
..Construction Process-
Ground of Magaran is the un-
excavated grade; manual labor is tradi-
tionally the construction method
..Relation between House and Com-
munity-
Property is defined by terracing;
horizontally, the highest terrace is the
divider; vertically up the hill, the plat-
form of the Tagakal defines the edge of
the property; cluster of terraces form a
community
..Vista-
At the Tagakal, the summer ve-
randa, the view is always towards the
ocean
..Orientations-
Climatic conditions as well as
rituals influence location and placement
of objects and structures
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Hong-Zeng Lin
Fig. 31 Boats of the Yami
DREAMING A LIFE
As night settles,
Mesquite fire
Warms the voice
Of the singer
Who brings wonder
To a child's ear.
R. Carlos Nakai
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G1 I N G of men swarms out to the five other
SE villages to call on the two hundred ninety
T E R relatives to invite them.
....After noon the guests gather
outside the village...They brought with
S T A L them their armor. In their hands they bear
the spear. On their backs they carry a big
basket with the most precious item: the
It is unfortunate that I did not
have the chance to experience personally
the boat launching ceremony. The fol-
lowing is an account of it that I found in
my literature search. I am relying again
on the author of The Yami of the Orchid
Island, Hans Egli writing in the end of
August 1965.
...A ten-man-boat is almost ready
after two years' work. This labor has to
be celebrated for two days when the
moon is full. Two hundred ninety guests
will attend the feast....
In the eyes of the Yami a boat launching
is a big feast...
...The taros get stored in the
houses of the ten boatsmen. According to
their custom the Yami guests are not
expected to bring gifts. On the contrary
the host has to present the guests with a
net full of taros...
The collection of taros takes a
whole week. Then one morning a group
silver helmet. Every family ows unly
one....
...At four o'clock the guests enter
the village and gather at the boat place: a
big crowd of spears and helmets. They
sing melodies from far gone times. They
praise the weary task of making the boat,
the bringing together of the taro moun-
tain and the magnificent look of the boat.
Many people spend the night in
conversation on the stone platforms. As
soon as dawn comes, the whole village
revives. Most people do not think of
eating breakfast; they are only concerned
with the taro mountain. They take the
mountain by storm to get the biggest
pieces. There is mass confusion. People
violently snap taros, run forward, run
backward, shoulder heavy baskets of ta-
ros and disappear.
...Prevent others from killing the
pigs before the taros are distributed. Ev-
ery clan has provide two pigs. Ten pigs
are taken out of the pen and brought to the
I M A
T
C E N
C O A
INTRODUCTION
winter houses where they get killed. Their
blood gushes into the bowls. They get
washed clean and dragged down into the
winter house to get cut into pieces.
Every guest gets a part of everything
even if it is only a tiny slice...
...The men take their spears and
helmets. The boat place looks like a
disturbed ant-hill: men in dazzling white
G-strings, contrasting with their copper-
brown bodies, appear from four sides
and surround the boat, lift it up and bring
it to the house of its master.
The feasting place is over-
crowded. Wherever I look, I can only see
heads, even on the roofs plenty of people
are standing. Everyone wants to get the
best view.
The ten boats with helmets on
their head enter the boat, sit down and
start singing a tender melody. The noise
over the place quiets down. From the
boat spreads a sacred atmosphere. The
master of the boat is standing and holds
the rudder.
The lady of the boats master steps
out of the winter house and stands in
front of the boat. Over her breast hang
the precious chain of manau and glass
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beads. On her head she wears an old
fashioned hat. In her hand she holds
carved wooden sick for digging taros. On
its top is carved a boat with a man. She
personifies the waiting lady at home who
awaits the safe return of the fishing boat.
After the prayer they carry the
boat back to its original place. Now they
expel the ghosts in a magic ceremony.
Like excited shamans they approach the
boat. The shouting men look as if they are
possessed. Even the young schoolboys
are allowed to show their skill...From the
four sides they approach the boat as if
they are possessed. At one stage one
group seizes the boat, then it is an other
one that stems it up as if a heavy storm
tries the shaky boat tossing it higher and
higher...
They pick up the boat, stem it
through the small paths between the
houses and bring it to the shore. One the
way they toss it up again. Finally they put
it on the water, but not without tossing it
up still once more.
They fix the oars. The ten
boatsmen enter the boat, put it out to
sea...They turn again, turn right, turn left
as if it were dance on the waves...(Egli,
n.d., pp. 12-13)
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 32 View of Taro Field
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DESIGN INTENTIONS
COASTAL CULTURAL CENTER
My design of the cultural center
is based on subjective understanding and
interpretation of the Yami culture. Al-
though public buildings do not exist pres-
ently in the village, the need for public
buildings and spaces are perceivable.
When I visited, I observed much group
activity. People work in small groups and
congregate in small groups. The commu-
nal activities of boat launching and house
building, for example, express the influ-
ence of their culture in their daily life.
The provision of a cultural center
can help to preserve Yami tradition and
practices, not only by offering work-
shops that are taught by the elders of the
village, but also by helping to strengthen
the bonds between villagers.
The Yami culture is the last cul-
ture in Taiwan to retain some of its ritu-
als. However, through exposure to media
and other telecommunications the Yami
culture is being changed. Some tradi-
tional ceremonies are still being per-
formed; however, many of them have
been eliminated. This loss may be a re-
sult of lack of ceremonial space in subsi-
dized housing or by refusal of the younger
generation to participate. A cultural cen-
ter to help address these issues seem to be
a logical proposal.
In the construction of the center,
the traditional building method is not
feasible because of the shortage of indig-
enous materials. In this case, I propose a
'modern' typology. Concrete already has
been introduced by the government, and
the villagers believe that it is strong and
will withstand the climatic conditions.
On the detail level, I propose a design
that embodies indigenous materials such
as river stones at all the entryways, paved
with round eggshell-like stones. This
combination of materials provides ajux-
taposition of artifacts with the interven-
tion of the new. Use of indigenous mate-
rials and traditional labor power will
impart a sense of pride and ownership to
the people. The selection of design and
the choice of materials will provide a
connection from the past to the present.
The primary intention of my de-
sign is to serve the Yami people. The
cultural center serves a dual purpose:
first, to empower the local residents
through the design intentions. The cul-
tural center will contribute to the local
economy. Residents can earn extra in-
come by teaching or working in the cul-
tural center. But, the center's main func-
tion is to provide a learning environment
for the Yami people, a place where the
elderly can teach the young their tribe's
tradition and craft. Moreover, the older
generation can pass down the traditional
ethics of their culture.
I imagine the project developing
in several phases. The first stage will be
to encourage the local residents to locate
their community activities in the center's
workshops and classrooms. The second
phase, assuming the foundation has been
established, will be to invite the visitors
to join the classes or workshops, which
will help to promote the Yami culture.
The center will offer activities
from dawn to dusk. The programs will
include: nature classes, fishing and tool-
making workshops, boat building and
repair workshops, weaving and pottery
classes, language classes, and a museum.
Most classes and workshops are fairly
straightforward. I think that a language
class is necessary in the center, since the
language represents the root of their cul-
ture. Programs should be developed to
teach the young people their native lan-
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guage, since each culture has its own
unique expression and ways of commu-
nicating for which no other language can
substitute. Personally, I believe that when
individuals lose communication skills in
their own language, they lose a large part
of their ability to express their culture.
When culture is lost identity is lost.
Finally, the Cultural Identifica-
tion Summary provides models for my
design.
Relation to slope-
The center is terraced down from
the village towards the shore.
The retaining walls push the earth
back to form new terraces.
Roofs are extended from the ter-
race floor to form new terrace.
Access to slope-
The two 'walls' on the edge of the
center is the public path that leads from
the mountain to the ocean.
The paths extend to the sea.
The paths define the zone of the
center and the future expansion area
The ceremonial boat launching
path is between two buildings
Hierarchy of space-
The main center is descend to-
ward the West, the museum and the me-
dia center are located in the lowest cham-
ber
Open workshops located on the
south side of the center; the space can be
altered by temporary erection of wood
planks on the posts to create flexible
spaces
Motifs-
At all the entry points, paving
with round rocks identifies the entry
The conversation stones are
placed at all the platforms
All closure systems are trans-
formed from the traditional closure sys-
tems of wood planks that block the wind
and the rain
Construction materials-
Most of the heavy construction is
of concrete, such as retaining walls, and
structure systems for the center.
The traditional materials are used
only in the detail area, such as the paving
on the ground, conversation rocks, and
closure system
Construction process-
All the heavy structures are built
by bulldozer
The lighter materials are set in
place manually
Relation between the Center and the
landscape ---
The center is located between the
traditional harbor and the new harbor
Vista-
View is always toward the ocean
Orientation-
Based on the weather and the tide
U. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 33 View of Front Hall at Vagai
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Fig. 35 Building
IAI
Virtual courtfard ,
Stones define the fi-
naledgeof the court- ......
yard
from Hans Egli, 1965
Fig. 36.1
Elevated public path
connectstheoceanand
dwelling area
Posts of the tower appearat
Fig. 36 Building Plan Analysis
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Main CulturalWorkshop Space Center Complex Lookout Tower
Boat Launching
Fig. 37 Building Section
0 5 10 20 feet
Public
Path
Entrance Terrace Main CulturalCenter Complex
Observation Tower
Observation
Platform/
Terrace
Fig. 30 Building Section
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Elevated Foyer area: al-
Terrace lows an overview of the Workshop armas
center
Museum and
Media Room to the Ocean
Fig. 39.1
IMU lilIL
CoveredTeracearea:
Workshop space, the
inside/outside ama
Transition zone:
Workshopareafor -
weaving classes
Museum and me-
dia center: Show
casefortheartifacts,-
at night, the enter-
tainment area
Fig. 39 Building Section
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DESIGN VISIONS: extends its antenna to feel the surface of the rock, wary of
bumping into any unfriendly neighbors on its way home. The
crabs scurry from one rock to another playing with the skirt of
the waves. The fishermen are thankful for their catch. TheCoastal Cultural Center boats finds its way home with the two glowing eyes.
Flying. Flying over the Island of Lan Yu, covered by
green forest ringed with pink coral. The trees stand fearlessly
in their individual domain, spreading their fingers to catch the
hot rays and casting a cool shadow on the ground. Rocks mark
each cove and each curve of the road. Villages sit on the hillside
overlooking the landscape. The cultural center near the sea
reveals itself as the tide ebbs and flows. The white flag waving
in the wind marks the entrance to the center. The center is hugs
the land to create a field of terraces. The roofs become plat-
forms, become terraces, and the walls become steps which
connect the land and sea.
The crash of the ocean synchronizes with the flapping
of the flag. The interplay of the sun and the clouds makes
patterns on the terraces and the corrugated metal roofs. The
smell of the ocean breeze calms crying babies. Mothers look
after their child playing in the shallow tide pools. The grand-
mother teaches her granddaughters to weave. Teenagers sit
under the roof listening to great-grand father telling a folktale.
Young men are walking along the seawall, spears in hand, on
the way to catch the evening meal.
The boat cuts through the belly of the roaring ocean, its
caved eyes staring at all the creatures of the sea. It sees the fish
of many colors, the octopus waving its arms, like a greeting to C. Ming Yuen-Schat
strangers on the surface, inviting them to visit. The lobsters Fig. 40 Schematic Design Model
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Fig. 41 Sketch of Look Out Pavilion
Fig. 42 Sketch of Entrance into Workshop Building
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C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 42 Ground Cover (smooth rock)
Fig. 41 Schematic Sketch of Entrance Platform
Fig. 44 Schematic Sketch of the Property WallFig. 43 Schematic Sketch of Stone Bridge
Wall
Stair leading to platform above
Repetition of rhythm
(columns)
Fig. 45 Schematic Design Sketch
Plank to resist earthquake
Wood enclosure panels to block
wind and rain
Pins to stabilize the closure
panels
Closure panels slide in and out
Fig. 46 Detail of Closure System
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COVENANT SHARED
In the first peoples' world
The balance of power is harmonious.
All feed each other in dreams.
R. Carlos Nakai
C A P T U R I N G
T H E
S P I R IT
1NTRODUCTION
The present society of Tayal is
changing rapidly. Modem technology and
the assimilation of the tribes have forced
them to adopt new ways and life-styles.
Since the Tayal has lost many of
their rituals, I could not conduct an ex-
tensive analysis except by comparing the
differences between my literature review
and my observations. The following data
is based primarily on personal survey,
observations and literature review of what
has been written about the Tayal, rather
than on concrete ethnological data.
The Tayal are located in the moun-
tain of northeastern Taiwan. They are a
patriarchal society whose organization is
based on kinship. The kinship affilia-
tions affect the size of the village and
location of dwelling clusters. While many
of the Tayal are Christians now, they
used to worship in small kinship groups
of ten to forty families. This organization
pattern apparently has not changed. Most
of the relatives live close to each other-
if not next door, then steps away. Ac-
cording to the Tayal's culture, the un-
married children always live with their
parents, therefore the extended family
can be as big as an entire village.
A unique characteristic of the Tayal is its
gathering pattern. Tayal is a small com-
munity based society. Village's size av-
erages fifty families, of five persons
per family. It is worth noting that the
sparse dwelling pattern is due to their
traditional hunting habits, traveling in a
group of ten or fifteen hunters. ( They
were unlikely to catch game if the group
was larger.) It was a tradition that the
group would share the catch. The small
allowed each to share a larger portion.
The Tayal's main agriculture
products are grain crops (rice, millet,
etc.) and root crops (sweet potato, taro).
They were hunters as well as agricultural
producers, hunting wild boars, deer, goats,
and monkeys. Foreign culture through
the ages influenced the native cultures,
changing not only the material needs of
the people but also their social and tradi-
tional culture. The intervention of for-
eign cultures might be one of the major
causes that created the generation gap-
the grandmother cannot communicate
with her grandsons because of the lan-
guage barriers. Foreign intervention also
created a major obstacles for my field
research. It is almost impossible to find a
traditional Tayal tribe- I had to travel
for five hours along winding mountain
roads to find anything resembling an old
village. The highlight of my field re-
search was an interview with an elder
member of the tribe who is one hundred
and four years old. He lived through both
the Japanese occupation and Ko Min Tan
(Chiang Kai Shek) regime. Since there
was no written culture, many of the tribal
history is in oral form that might prove
inconsistent. For the sake of my research,
I collected information from personal
observations and interpretation. There
might be discrepancies between my per-
sonal experience and the ethnological
literature.
iA
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HEAD HUNTERS OF TAIWAN
This article is a reflection of my
experience in Taiwan where I lived with
the native islanders for two months. I am
writing this to raise the consciousness of
our individual identities. I equate self
identity with rituals and cultures-an
understanding of its traditions and its
knowledge. In our troubled, society on
both the national and local levels, cul-
tural identity becomes a spine to sustain
individual confidence and self respect. In
order to survive our current cultural con-
flicts, we need to hold to our heritage and
rituals-not caste them away or isolate
them but contribute them to the melting
pot. A harmonious society can exist when
we respect everyone's culture back-
grounds and rituals and allow them to
enrich our society. I am giving few cases
from my observations and inquiries in
the summer of '93 in Taiwan. Under-
standing of tribal culture and rituals can
enrich the neighboring communities.
The Tayal tribes, live in the north-
eastern part of Taiwan, and are known
for their bravery in battle. Their tradition
in victory was to display their enemies'
skulls next to their houses or at the en-
i8
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trance of the village as evidence of their
fearlessness. This head-hunting practice
abolished by the government centuries
ago. However when I mentioned this
particular tradition, most people reacted
with embarrassment. They felt either
ashamed of this tradition-reflecting the
influence of from western society that
regards head hunting as a "barbaric" act-
or did not consider it an important part of
their rituals. I am not promoting the re-
vival of head hunting, but merely giving
an example of the watering down of their
rituals.
Facial tattoo was another impor-
tant way to identify the Tayal people.
One of their folktales tells how tattooing
their face came about. Once upon a time,
the tribes' people were dying from dis-
eases with no apparent reason. The tribes
people asked the witch doctor what they
should do. The next day, the witch doctor
told the villagers she had dreamed that
tattooing everyone's face was the only
way to save one's life. Ever since then, it
has been traditional to tattoo faces. In
fact anyone who did not have "marks" on
their face they was considered an unde-
sirable candidate for marriage. The tat-
toos later became the symbol by which
tribal people recognized each other. But
the tradition is dying out. Now there is
only a handful of people who still have
facial tattoos.
The highlight of my research was
an interview with a 104-year-old man
who lives with four generations of his
descendants. The grandsons were telling
me that the elderly man still pursues his
traditional hunting habits, venturing into
the mountains and setting traps in his old
hunting ground. However, the village
has grown in size over time and the land
value has increased. The expanded vil-
lage now covers his old hunting ground,
and the old man did not realize that it had
become private property. As result, he
often catches his neighbor's chickens,
but out of respect for his age and his pride
no one complains.
In short, I wanted to reinforce the
importance of rituals in our own lives.
Culture backgrounds and rituals (the
story) tie a community together. Every
one of us has a story to tell-either of
heritage or learning and that is valuable
information for members of the commu-
nity. The rituals increase the diversity of
modern society and its body of knowl-
edge. If we cast it away, we have dimin-
ished our identities. Therefore, the ques-
tion is, and live together in harmony how
do we transform our rituals and knowl-
edge to benefit the community rather
than dilute our identity.
DEFINING THE SPACE
The Mountain Vilage
As I mentioned in the previous
section, the Tayal have gone through a
tremendous transformation in their cul-
ture, including loss of much of their dwell-
ing patterns. However, by comparing re-
ports of traditional Tayal dwellings (e.g.
Japanese surveys) and personal docu-
mentation of an existing house in the
village of Taiyaw, I found some similari-
ties in the dwelling configurations of the
past and the present.
The village is approached through
a narrow path off a steep and rugged
mountain road. This single entrance to
the village apparently is a defense against
invaders. On either side of the village's
main street is a row of structures: on the
left are main houses and on the right are
chicken coops, storage huts, and out-
houses.
The plan of a typical Tayal house
is rectangular, and the interior is open
space with few partitions. The floor is
earthen. Beds are placed in the corners of
the house, and are raised on stilts ap-
proximately 2.5 feet off the ground. Be-
tween two beds is a stove in a pit en-
circled by rocks. The Tayal elders told
me that in the winter, after charcoals are
used for cooking, they are placed under
the beds for warmth. The traditional
bedcovers are surprisingly thin.
A newer house is of multi-room
configuration. The house that I studied
has two components: a new section built
by a professional carpenter, and a section
built by the owners in the traditional
style. There are differences and similari-
ties between them. Although the carpen-
ter was trained in the city, his building
bears characteristics of traditional archi-
tecture. For instance, his bedrooms, while
separate rooms, are placed in the corners
of the house. And while the family now
uses more blankets and does not use
charcoal under the beds, the carpenter
built the beds about eighteen inches off
the ground with an opening in the
bedframe as if for charcoal. (I asked
about this empty space, and the family
told me they considered it storage space.)
The addition built with the help
of the extended family is more traditional
in design. It is a single room used as
living/dining/cooking space. The tradi-
tional stove pit is to one side. There are
two half-partitions which form a laundry
room and a storage area. The floor of the
room is the usual shiny, compacted earth
of a traditional house. The woman of the
house explained the process to me: they
sprinkle water on the floor and repeat-
edly beat it with a wooden paddle to
create a smooth, concrete-like surface.
The location of the tribe deter-
mines the building material; any avail-
able materials in the region are gathered
to construct houses. The Tayal of the
central region build walls of tree trunks,
and those of the northwest build with
bamboo. Although the materials vary,
the same construction method applies.
The house I documented is located in the
northwest region of Taiwan, and there-
fore is built of bamboo. Its roof is of
bamboo stalks split lengthwise and
cupped together to create a water seal.
RETURING As CLOUDS
In life, is the rain
That washes the sky
That gathers in streams
That gathers in dreams
That flow like rivers
Back into the ocean
To give birth to clouds
Which become every shape
In the fleeting, changing,
Sky lit circle.
R. Carlos Nakai
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1. Individual Houses
2. Auxiliary Building
3. Field
4. Grocery Store
5. Access into the Village
6. Main Road
COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS: MOUNTAIN
Main activity is farming
Sparse dwelling in small communities
Live far apart from each other
Travel to work by car or motorcycle
Public access is used as playground for children
Group gathering in any open space
Fig. 47 Mountain Region Village Layout
Fig. 48 Building Configuration Fig. 49 Property Lines
DWELLING CHARACTERISTICS: MOUNTAIN
Buildings are built along the contour lines
Property is passed down from generation to generation. It
is divided perpendicular to the contour lines
Main accesses are along the contour lines
Private entries are perpendicular to the contour lines
Public access divides the main house from the auxiliary
building
Public access path is part of the private property
i6
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Fig. 50 Access Diagram
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C. Ming Yuen-Schat
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Fig. 51 Relation to Topography : Mountain: Tai Yeaw Village
ii
Fig. 52 Individual Dwelling Plan: Mountain
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C. Ming Yuen-Schat
A: Corner condition: Chicken Coop
The hen flies to the horizontal wood
member and then to the nest to lay
eggs. The nest protects the chicks from
attack by wild animals
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
B: Detail of mud wall construction
with bamboo sheathing
Bamboo is split into male and female
channels that interlock for continuous
sheathing
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
C: Detail of the wall construction:
At the base of the wall, bamboo poles
are separated from the earth by either
stone or bricks.
Fig. 53 The Tai-Yiaw Village : Mountain
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
I.
te
Fig. 54.1 Study of the existing motifs and its components
CHARACTERISTICS: MOUNTAIN
The opening is framed by several rectangular planes
The opening is framed by two horizontal members and a
pair of vertical columns
Fig. 54 Elevation Analysis : Mountain
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TIE CULTURAL IDENTIFICATION INQUIRY
Tayal Tribe, Taiwan
..Relation to Slope-
Village is built into the mountain
terrain. Houses are built some distance
from the terrain, leaving a gap between
the terrace and the house.
..Access to Slope-
The main access cuts through the
village, and is connected to road usually
follows the contour of the land. The
secondary access connects to individual
houses. The main access functions as a
playground for children.
..Hierarchy of Space-
Typically a traditional house has
no partitions; the newer houses have di-
vision of space but no hierarchy.
..Motifs-
They used to have watch towers.
Patriarchal social structure. An auxiliary
structure parallel to the main structure to
create a linear space.
..Construction materials-
Varied in regions. Use any avail-
able materials, usually bamboo or tree
trunks.
..Construction Process-
An additive and layering system
(see Fig.53 pp. 64). Manual labor is the
traditional method with help of relatives.
..Relation between House and Com-
munity-
Small communities. Main access
connects community together. Houses
are some distance apart on the hillside.
..Vista-
Front entrance usually faces the
valley. They consider looking toward
another hill unlucky.
..Orientations-
Follows the topography and the
desired vista.
ii
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SAGUARO
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
Rain forest trees
Dream of becoming
Sonoran buffalo
Arms stretched out to the sun
Offering their food and gifts
To the desert people.
R. Carlos Nakai
Fig. 56 Site Characteristics
C. Ming Yuen-Schat
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Fig. 56 Schematic Design Painting
I M A G I N G
T H E
C E N T E R
M O U N T A I N
INTRODUCTION
provide a day-care center for the mothers
who work during the day or who attend
the workshops and classes. (Children cur-
rently are dropped off with relatives or
carried on the mother's back.) The Tayal
and the Yami have different needs, but
my method of inquiry applies to both.
Vista - Can be view from the road and
from the village. The main access look
across the valley.
Orientations - The design follows the
contour of the topography.
In this section, I will demonstrate
the method of inquiry which I developed
to inform my design decisions for the
Tayal center, although the exploration is
not as extensive as for the Yami. This
primary design attempt will convey my
intention using the Cultural Identifica-
tion Inquiry.
As I mentioned in the previous
chapters, a culture will alter its course
under the influence of modem history. I
learned from the villagers that the church
is used only for Sunday services and
church-related activities and not as a so-
cial gathering place. Among the Tayal,
for example, a communal space does not
exist except in the churches. However,
there are precedents in their society that
indicate the feasibility or a communal
cultural center, in particular their group
activities. I did take into account some of
their new activities in designing the cul-
tural center programs. For instance, I
Relation to slope - Structures always
built away from the terrain to prevent
mud slide
Access to slope - Access is always
along the contour. Levels are connected
by stairs or ramps.
Hierarchy of space - In the cultural
center, there are no partitions. Activities
differentiate by change of level.
Motifs - A watchtower is present in the
design
Construction materials - steel mem-
bers and concrete slabs as the main mate-
rials.
Construction process - An additive
method in construction. The Tayal people
are hired to work on the project with a
knowledgeable consultant to assist the
construction.
Relation between the center and the
community - Five minutes from the
community. Center could service as the
headquarters for all Tayal communities. i6
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Fig. 57 Site Configuration
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Primary Forms
Access
Auxiliary Forms
Fig. 59.2
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Fig. 59.1 Bamboo Forest
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DESIGN VISIONS:
Walking down the stair that em-
braced the over grown rock, one see the
near by town bathing in the morning sun.
The rock hibernate in the morning, ex-
tending its fingers to hold the children of
God. Skirting around the rock, children
gently enter between the rock into the
fantasy world. The towering out-post sing-
ing the songs of welcoming. A set of
gentle steps leading children into a line of
trees. The reflecting pool putting on her
shimmering coat to greet the mornind
sun. Walking down the ramp that cutting
through bamboo forest which wave their
hands inviting your visit. The birds
chripping to each other about their new
homes under the eve of the new center.
Running through the bamboo mosque, a
corner of the building reaches out to em-
brace the children. At the corner of their
eye, they see and hear the water falling
into the pool. Through the windows, the
children saw their aunts sitting on a plat-
form weaving the traditional quilt.
Children peep into an over size
and heavy door, an open gymnasium with
baskball courts and rooms for table tennis
apperared in front of them. Running
accross the path of cultural center, chil-
dren greeted the grandfathers and grand-
mothers who were walking to the morn-
ing prayer room.
Finally, the heavy brass bell rang
out echoing through the vally, it's time to
go to the school. Fig. 60 Schematic Design Model
i7
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Sloping Grade
Buildingis
set back~
from the
slope
Access:
looking over
the weaving
platform
Workshop spaces:
Weaving, carving,
constructions, pot-
tery classes
Outdoor Access
Fig. 61 Sections
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Sky form: Re-
ceiving the sky
CD
IN THE SILVER GLOW
In the silver glow
Between day and night
Hushed-wing cries out.
Cloud bird answers.
Two Crows listens.
Makes prayer
-1P
- I
4
rl
, Northwest light
Classroom/ workshop area
R. Carlos Nakai
Fig. 62 Section Analysis
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LIFE SEEKING ETERNITY
Life seeks change in becoming
R. Carlos Nakai
from Hans Egli, 1965
Fig. 63 Yami man preparing flying fish
from Hans Egli, 1965
Fig. 64 Yami woman on her way home from work
R E F L E C T IN G
ON CULTURE AND
S P A C E
The general lack of attempt and
interest on the part of the architectural
community to understand a different cul-
ture has convinced me that a new direc-
tion and new references are needed. Af-
ter a brief acquaintance with two aborigi-
nal tribes Taiwan, I have come to some
understanding of their culture. Through
investigation of their social and culture
norms, I have created designs based on
their unique culture traits. I propose a
methodology using an inclusive study of
social and culture background as the ref-
erence for designing. This new emphasis
is not a proposal of casting the existing
approaches but shifts the stresses on cul-
ture integrity of an ethnic group. A study
of this sort will increase our insight and
knowledge of our multi-cultural and ever-
changing world.
Cultural background is essential
to inform designers about the uses of and
needs for space. After all, architecture is
not a structure built for the pleasure of an
architect. The final success is determined
by the users-- how the user inhabits the
space and the comfort level for the users.
Self-referential method that exist in many
schools implies lack of respect and lack
of understanding of culture on the part of
educators and architects. They are deny-
ing the existence of the users, and of their
culture.
In this diverse world, design cri-
teria no longer depend on the narrow and
individualistic perception that serve for
self-explorations. Architects accustomed
to formal studies, esoteric explorations,
and indifferent approaches, without un-
derstanding social and cultural constructs,
propose designs which actually could
impede development of a culture or a
race. The relentless myopic attitudes are
frightening. I think that it is the responsi-
bility of the architects and designers to
sensitize themselves to the impacts and
implications of their proposals. The rou-
tine methods have failed to recognize the
need of the people; fresh approaches are
needed.
Each culture has its own "story"
and process. People live, sleep, and eat
according to their upbringing and cul-
tural roots. A foreign visitor must adopt
new social behavior for effective interac-
tion with a local culture. It is imperative
for the visitor to learn and respect the
norms; otherwise he will find himself
quickly a social outcast. The same prin-
ciple applies to architects and designers:
when they are not sensitive to cultural
behavior, they will soon be an outcast
among the people for whom they design.
When one designs for a culture
with which he is not familiar, it is arro-
gant of him to suppose that he knows
better and to impose his standard on
them. Culture phenomena influence ar-
chitectural forms. For an individual cul-
ture, vernacular architectural form re-
flects the cultural essence - not only its
geometric forms but its cultural habits.
The challenge in design is to find the
cultural phenomena in abstraction and
decide how to transform it into a three-
dimensional form.
It is arguable that not every cul-
ture has its own ritual or habits to follow,
but each culture or group does have its
own history and uniqueness. History
which paves the path of cultural evolu-
tion. Social evolution creates a new out-
look for individuals as well as for the
group. The future generation creates its
tradition based on the foundation that we
have left. It is not revolutionary to sug-
gest that a strong foundation provides a
good base on which to erect a new struc-
ture.
When we, the present generation,
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forget our roots, we have no history or
identity. The preservation of artifacts pro-
vides clues to
the past. In ar-
chitectural
terms, the ar-
tifacts also
give clues to
how to build,
what to build
and what are
appropriate
geometric V
forms. The ar-
tifacts present
an important
guideline for,
design, and
analysis of
culture habits
makes for less C. M
arbitrary pro-
posals. Furthermore, the understandings
of rituals informs the social structure and
hierarchical system. Through studying
the social structure in a society, we can
begin to address gender issues and gain
insight to cultural myths that seemingly
have no scientific logic. Studying indig-
enous people's vernacular forms shows
us the size of their public zones, dimen-
sions of private zones, construction de-
tails, construction skills, construction
materials and ceremonial spaces.
In vernacular architecture,
the cultural and climatic phe-
nomenon drives the geomet-
ric forms. In comparing the
coastal Yami and the moun-
tain Tayal tribe, we have seen
the unique expression of their
customs. The Yami, for ex-
ample, has fear of ghosts.
Their architectural form re-
flects and emphasizes such
phenomena by the placement
of rocks at the edge of prop-
erty line to ward off the ghost.
In architectural terms, the
evenly spaced rocks ren-
dered a boundary between
the semi-public zones and
Yuen-Schat the public zones.
The Tayal society is
based on small groups for hunting and
protection. This pattern of grouping
unconsciously affected on people's
behavior, I think. The Tayal commu-
nity generally has difficulties cooper-
ating with each other. The unconscious
habits could be one of the reasons that
they have not been able to cooperate in a
larger group, whatever the sociological
reason, the small group gathering pat-
tern is apparent. They form small com-
munities in their mountain villages.
My designs have taken these
factors into consideration. This empha-
sis on cultural understanding in design
research hopefully has broad applica-
tions.
I would like to end with a quota-
tion by Carlos Nakai:
Life seeks change in becoming.
from Li-Kow Min, 1983
Fig. 66 Tayal woman
Fig. 65 Tayal man
104-year-old man
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